grown wild ever since"). Meanwhile, more centrally,
construction is set to begin on the city's first ever
"garden bridge", devised by Olympic Cauldron designer
Thomas Heatherwick and intended to add a leafy
prospect to the Thames itself.
London's finest addresses have, of course, long had
more than their fair share of adjacent grass and trees, and
many of these classic locations remain at the pinnacle of
urban aspiration. "Some of the most valuable property in
Knightsbridge and Belgravia overlooks garden squares or
communal parkland," says James Forbes, head of Strutt
& Parker's Knightsbridge office. "A major part of their
appeal is that squares - like Eaton and Chester - and
crescents - like Wilton and Belgrave - provide open
sight lines and a r�al sense of 'breathing space'."
Strutt & Parker is currently selling a house in Chester
Square (whose past residents have included Margaret
Thatcher and Mick Jagger) for £32.Sm, but away from
these traditional heartlands, some of the city's most elite

At No 1 Palace Street, a clutch offlats will offer
bird's-eye views of the gardens at Buckingham Palace
- a verdant outlook shared only by the Queen
developers are working on garden-facing projects, which
will provide high-status alternatives in the coming years.
Finchatton, for example, will unveil Twenty Grosvenor
Square - a development it coordinated - early next year.
Here, 37 lavish lateral apartments (from £4m to over
£35m, pictured below), carved from the former HQ of
the US navy in London, should become the primest of
prime real estate. "Long before Eaton Square, Grosvenor
Square was the finest address in London and, particularly
with the renaissance of north Mayfair, is set to become so
again;' says Finchatton co-founder Alex Michelin. "This
building sits in th.e best position in the square, facing south
over the gardens, with west-facing views of the sunset:'
Another well-established name in the creation of urban
chic, Northacre, has always appreciated the benefit of a

close alliance with greenery. (For example, its recent
development The Lancasters, on the northern fringe of
Hyde Park, set a benchmark for the area.) Now, at No 1
Palace Street (apartments from £2.lm), it will be offering
a clutch of flats with bird's-eye views of the gardens at
Buckingham Palace - a verdant outlook shared only by
the Queen. "We always try to give our buyers something
special;' says CEO Niccolo Barattieri di San Pietro. "This
behind-the-scenes aspect is unique - not only a slice of
London, but a slice of history."
London is one of the greenest major cities in the
world, but New York - despite the defining joys of
Central Park - is generally considered to be less well
favoured in this regard. So there, the arrival of the High
Line - a linear park built on a disused elevated railway,

From top: cascading roof
terraces at London's Greenwich
Peninsula, apartments from
£450,000. The Podium Garden
at The Plimsoll Building, King's
Cross, apartments from £1.lm
through Knight Frank. Looking
towards Twenty Grosvenor
square, apartments from
£4m through Finchatton
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